
Session WC13 Checklist

TARGET CHECKLIST Version 1
Protocol or target pool: Wikimedia Judge Matching
Target Number: 13
Today June 4, 2019
Time when making checklist 4:18 PM

CHECKLIST

Main element(s) of emphasis/importance: 
1. A full cylinder or at least a considerable sloping wall of blue color, along which we slide down it is 
not possible to hold on to anything at its top to prevent the falling. 
2. The sensation of falling down alongside the blue cylinder inside or blue sloping wall. 
3. Red floor, or red flat with two raised edges on the sides, which is atop the blue element. 
4. Several spherical pearls which are lined up with some space in between, on the edge of the 
yellow doun element. 
5. Pale yellow element which is covered in delicate doun feathers but no real proper long flying 
feathers were seen, the pearls are lined up along its edge. This "bird" is falling down alongside the 
blue element wall. 

Lifeform a) human, b) animal: MAYBE
Describe: If the yellow doun is part of an animal such as a little duckling, otherwise the yellow doun 
could also be part of a clothing for instance, especially since it has got the line of pearls along its 
side. 

Plantlife: NONE
Larger trees or smaller plantlife: 
Describe: 



Significant water: NONE
Describe: 

Sun or lamp: NONE
Describe shape, size, altitude, placement, significance: 

Motion: YES
Describe: Little yellow doun element is falling down alongside the blue wall. 
Activity/Behavior: NO
Describe: 

Large building or construction: NO
Describe: 

Significant small items and how many: The blue wall which is either a huge cylinder or the blue 
sloping wall, it is however not a small item it seems rather large. The red flat floor above the blue 
and with the raised red edges on two sides, also not very small. The many spherical pearls. The 
yellow doun could be part of a clothing or something instead of it being part of a living animal. 
Describe each: 

Vehicles (eg. boat, airplane, bicycle, train): NO
Describe: 

Describe floor/ground: There is a flat red surface on top of where the blue wall has its highest point, 
but this red has two raised edges on either side of it. 

Indoors or outdoors or both: Should be outdoors because there was no ceiling above us for a large 
expanse upward at least, and where we are feels spatious, the background otherwise was white. 

Main elevation(s) emphasized a) below ground, b) ground, c) above ground, d) high up in sky: The 
red floor is at some elevation, and we can fall down a large distance through the huge cylinder or 
sloping wall, and this falling does not take us down under ground, so we are therefore at some 
elevation throughout all this. 

Primarily a) nature/natural, b) manmade, c) artificial: The blue and red surfaces are definitely 
manmade, the yellow doun and pearls should be part of a manmade item or items even though 
doun and pearls could originate from organisms. 

Describe the overall target site area: A huge open expanse with the blue sloping wall or cylinder 
with red flat roof on top of it with raised edges on its left and right. 

Describe surroundings outside of target site: Not probed for
Probable location on world map: Not probed for

Emotions, ambience, feeling: The little duckling that is falling feels some headache and discomfort 
and pain throughout its ordeal, but nothing very extreme. 

Significance and meaning of target: The blue and red structure should be central, but the yellow 



duckling with pearls is also there. 

What I think the target is, 
1) The front of a car with an ornament. 
2) The tail of an airplane could look like that. 
3) The ordeal of a little duckling (with pearls) falling down. 

Summary or additional explanations: Look for the blue structures and shapes, and the red structure 
and shapes, and for anything light yellow and doun-like, and for several spherical pearls or beads. If 
you see a surface or place on the image where it feels as if one would lose the grip and fall down a 
great distance, then that could also be it. 

4:26 PM End checklist notes. 


